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Artist gets people talking at Culture Talk
Susan Kanga uses personal experiences to increase understanding o f different cultures
By Justine Frederiksen
Doily Copy Editof

Wind-driven rains pelted
Northern California and fresh
snow dusted the upper Sierra
Nevada as a fast-moving storm
cut power Tuesday to about
20,000 people and slowed traffic
from the mountains to the sea.
The storm was expected to
ease by early Wednesday, and a
new storm was forecast to hit on
Thursday.
“It’s ‘slushing’ right now — it’s
kind of raining and snowing at
the same time,” Truckee service
station worker Gary Hutchins
said at midday as temperatures
hovered above freezing. “An inch
or two of snow fell last night, but
the rain this morning turned all
that to slush.”
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Players frustrated
with tennis coach;
over 14 quit team s
By Matt Berger
Doily Staff Wntei

I
Performance Artist Susan Kanga
kicked off the first Culture Talk of
the quarter Thursday / Daily
photos by Joe Johnston

work.
“Both of my parents are im
migrants,” she said. “I grew up
in a culture of immigration.”
Kanga said she encountered
many problems growing up as a
child of immigrants, and with
the children of other im
migrants.
‘There was always a real
frustration about not having a
cultural identity,” she said. “I
was always envious of people
who had a very clear sense of
their own identity.”
Kanga gathered all her

By Jesska Yamada
Doily Stoff Wrifer

See KANGA page 6

"It's 'slushing' right now ~ it's kind of raining and snowing at
the some tim e."

Gary Hutchins
Truckee service station worker

Nine inches of snow fell at
Echo Summit, and seven inches
at Castle Peak in the Donner
back country. More snow was
forecast Tuesday as tempera
tures dipped and the snow level
dropped to 5,000 feet. In the in
land valleys and along the coast,
rains fell most of the day, accom
panied by winds gusting to 40
mph and intermittent clearings.
Chains were required on In
terstate 80 between Kingvale
and Truckee, and on U.S. High
way 50 between Twin Bridges
and Meyers.

In 1991 Chris Eppright left a
coaching job in Southern Califor
nia to come to Cal Poly. He
brought enthusiasm and high
hopes north with him; hopes of
leading Cal Poly’s tennis
program to an NCAA champion
ship.
In his four years at Cal Poly,
he has coached both the men’s
and the women’s tennis teams to
top five finishings in the nation
and was the recipient of
numerous coaching awards.
But during the same period a
disturbing trend developed.
Despite the teams’success, mem
bers of both teams, including
scholarship and All-American
players, began to quit because of
developing morale problems.
What started out as a side ef
fect to a changing program
evolved into an unusual pattern
of resignations that several
players — both past and present
— say directly relates to Eppright’s behavior.
Although current players con
tacted for this story would not
comment on the record, former
players tell the story of an over
bearing coach whose poor coach
ing ethics, manipulation, and
verbal and mental abuse con-

Eppright

tributed to over 14 players
resigning.
“I don’t know why he has got
ten away with so much for so
long,” said Sheri Holmes, a Cal
Poly graduate and former player.
“It’s not healthy for the team.”
Holmes, along with several
former players including recrea
tion administration senior Emily
Schuch, gave detailed accounts of
incidents starting in 1992 when
Eppright supposedly abandoned
the women’s team at Cal Poly
Pomona after a match.
See EPPRIGHT page 3

Ticketing for events may
go high-tech at Cal Poly

Rainstorm blasts Northern California
Assoooted Press
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She found the perfect way to
get people talking.
Susan Kanga, a performance
artist from Los Angeles, not
only got people talking at the
Multi-Cultural Center’s first
“Culture Talk” of the quarter
last Thursday, but also got
them thinking about difficult is
sues by telling some honest and
painful truths about herself and
her experiences.
Beginning a discussion
called “Immigration, Racism
and Cultural Identity,” Kanga
tackled the problems of racial
integration in America, and ra
cial integration inside herself.
Kanga, whose father is
Pakistani, and whose mother is
German, warmed up her
audience with an original piece
of performance poetry.
Dressed in a short, flowered
dress and black combat boots,
Kanga’s attire revealed as
many contradictions as her
words.
Called “Contract on
America,” the piece described
the many different faces of
America’s “Melting Pot,” includ
ing Kanga herself. Her most
poignant message was the
reality that all the different
races, heritages and cultures in
the pot do not melt together
well at all.
The room was silent after
Kanga finished her performance
and sat down. It was time for
the group to talk, but first it
needed time to absorb.
“This is the first ‘Culture
Talk’ of this kind,” Director of
the Multi-Cultural Center
Everado Martinez-Inzunza said,
breaking the silence. “I think
you are all awed.”
Soon, however, the discus
sion began, and the first of the
eight talks planned for the
quarter may be the most excit
ing one.
Before the group gathered,
Kanga talked about her back
ground and the evolution of her

S A N

“Temperatures are relatively
warm, and that’s why we’re get
ting this rain,” said Pat Lord, a
C alifornia Highway Patrol
spokesman in Meyers. “Road
conditions are precarious, and
you should use reasonable care
and caution and have chains
available,” he said.
At Donner Summit, the rainsnow mix soaked the highway,
“but road conditions in Truckee
are good. There’s not really a lot
of snow and ice. Of course, those
See STORM page 5

Ticketing for public events
has never been state-of-the-art
at Cal Poly; however, that may
change soon.
Representatives of Cal Poly
Athletics, ASI and the Perform
ing Arts Center are hoping to in
stall a campus-wide ticketing
system by April.
John Stipicevich, ASI director
of. Programs and Facilities, said
that with this computerized sys
tem, students and the public will
be able to buy tickets for campus
shows and events with more con
venience. Purchasing tickets will
be faster and easier, he said.
Tickets will also be printed on
demand. This means that “stu
dents will be able to choose what
particular seat they want to sit
in and what price bracket they
want to pay,” Stipicevich said.
“Right now we don’t have the
system to do that.”
Currently, ticketing for public
events sponsored by Cal Poly
Athletics and ASI are handled
manually with hard tickets. The
Cal Poly Theatre, however, uses
a modest computerized ticket
system.
The new system will provide

more sophisticated software that
would efficiently serve the ticket
ing needs of all three organiza
tions. It will not only improve ac
countability, accuracy and ser
vice to the customer, but expand
marketing options as well,
Stipicevich said.
Managing Director of the Per
forming Arts Center Ron Regier
and Athletic Director John
McCutcheon are working with
Stipicevich to get financing for
the project.
In November of 1995, they
submitted a proposal to the
Foundation Board of Directors
requesting a line-of-credit of up
to $250,000 to pay for a system
and its start-up costs.
With the completion of the
Performing Arts Center and ex
pansion of programs in ASI, ath
letics and elsewhere on campus,
Regier and Stipicevich agreed
that an updated system is a
must.
“With the increased ticketing
volume that the Performing Arts
Center is expected to produce, it
would be difficult to run a suc
cessful operation without such a
system,“ Regier said.
Schools such as UC Berkeley
See TICKETS page 6
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43 (lays left in Winter quarter
TODAY'S WEATHER: partly cloudy
TOMORROW 'S WEATHER: possible showers in the ahernoon
Today's high/low : 60s/^40s Tomorrow's high/low: 60s/ 40s

Environmental Council Beach Cleanup and Barbecue
is taking place Saturday, Jan. 20 at 10 a.m. in the
University Union. Everyone is invited to participate.

Today
Environmental Council is meeting in building 52, room E-29 at 7
p.m.

Upcoming
The firs t meeting fo r Open House is Jon. 18 in Building 3, room
213 at 11 a.m. This meeting is mandatory for all club representatives.
For more information, call 756-7576.
A health professionals seminar titled "Writing your Application
Essay/Statement of Purpose," is being offered Jan. 18 at 11 a.m. in
building 53, room 201.
A workshop providing bereavement support is being offered
Jan. 20 by the Hospice of San Luis Obispo Inc. For more information,
call 544-2266.
Financial Aid Sunday, a workshop to provide information about
applying for financial aid, is taking place Jan. 21 at Cuesta College.
Another workshop is being offered at Cal Poly Jan. 17 at Chumaush
Auditorium at 7 p.m. For more information, call 756-5891.
Agenda Items: c /o Natasha Collins, Graphic Arts 2 2 6, Cal Poly 9 3 4 0 7 —
P h o n e :7 5 6 -1 7 9 6 F a x :7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
***Please submit informotion at least three days prior to the event***

U.S. increases agents at border
By Amanda Covarrubias

Associoted Ptess

SAN UIEGO — Border Patrol
agent Mark Moody muscles his
Ford Bronco over a dirt road
paralleling the steel fence and
thinks about why so many illegal
immigrants try to cross the bor
der into the United States.
“I feel sorry for their situation
and what they have to deal with
in their country economically,
but we have to distance oursel
ves or we’ll have a hard time
doing our jobs,” says Moody, a
nine-year veteran of the U.S.
Border Patrol who remembers
the days when no one cared
about the border and illegal im
migration.
But all that has changed in
the past two years as the Clinton
administration makes a renewed
effort to fortify the U.S.-Mexico
border and to demonstrate its
seriousness about combatting il
legal immigration.
The most recent action came
Friday when officials announced
that hundreds more agents, in
spectors, soldiers and police
would be deployed to the border
to deflect an expected tide of il
legal immigrants trying to cross
the border into the United
States.
The first of those reinforce
ments arrived in Southern
California and Arizona on Tues
day, transfers from the Canadian
border who will be replaced in
the next three months with new
recruits fresh from training at
the Border Patrol Academy.
The new agents will not start
working on the front lines until
Wednesday. But Moody and his
colleagues said they welcome any
assistance they can get.
The latest Border Patrol
strategy is to push illegal im-

"I feel sorry fo r their situation and w h a t they have to deal w ith in
their country economically, but w e have to distance ourselves or
w e 'll have a hard time doing our jobs."
M ark Moody
U.S. Border Patrol veteran
migrants to cross in the flatlands
and not in hilly terrain where
they can hide in the brush and
canyons. Now that the once
high-traffic region of Imperial
Beach is under control, agents
here are focusing east on a fivemile stretch between the San
Ysidro and Otay Mesa ports of
entry.

Full-time and Summer Technical Interviews
Monday, February 12 and Tuesday, February 13, 1996

“Pete Wilson showed that to
bash Mexico brings votes,” Bus
tamante said. “He (Clinton)
needs to win California if he
wants to be re-elected.”

“We pushed traffic out there to
the east, but we didn’t beef up
Chula Vista,” Moody said. “Once
we have Chula Vista covered,
we’ll have the upper hand. The
important thing is not how many
we catch, but how many get
away.”

The military has traditionally
performed duties, such as operat
ing infrared nightscopes, build
ing and maintaining roads and
staffing surveillance posts. The
roles that police and sheriff’s
deputies will play is still being
worked out.

Although federal officials have
tried to downplay the role of the
military at the border, im
migrant advocates and Mexican
officials say the latest plan
am ounts to a dangerous
militarization of the border and
is downright unneighborlv.

For all the talk of increased
border forces, the word has not
filtered down into the interior of
Mexico.
On Tuesday, Antonio Villa
leaned against a grafittiscrawled section of steel fence
separating Tijuana from San
Diego. He was surrounded by
more than half-a-dozen relatives
and friends who had arrived
from the Mexican state of
Zacatecas three days earlier with
the goal of crossing the border
into the United States in search
of work.

‘This is a hostile move against
Mexico,” said Jorge Bustamante,
president of El Colegio del la
Frontera Norte in Tijuana,
Mexico. “It’s like a revolving door
going faster and faster with
every new border policy the U.S.
enacts.”
Clinton is borrowing political
strategy from Republican Gov.
Pete Wilson, who supported
Proposition 187, an anti-illegal

M cntsalt
Why not check out whaVs happening at Microsoft?

immigration measure that was
approved overwhelmingly in
1994 by California voters, he
said.

“More FKjlice?” Villa said softly
in Spanish. “That’s not good. We
want to cross over. We want jobs.
We’ll stay as long as it takes.”

Join Cabhllo College
Education in its Annual Trip
Abroad. Contact Dr Julie
Hanks at 534-1121 or her
rick_hanks at third, a g ll.
calpoly.edu.
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EPPRIGHT: Players say co a c h ’s behavior on ro ad trips was irresponsible
From page 1

Schuch explained that after
the match, as both teams were
preparing to leave, Eppright got
upset with the women.
“I don’t even remember why
he got so mad, I think we might
have lost,” Schuch said. “He
drove off in one van and left us
there. He didn’t even let us fol
low him.
“He went back without the
girl’s van and we ended up driv
ing ourselves, luckily we knew
the way home,” Holmes said.
Another complaint againstEppright is th at he made
decisions th a t jeopardized
players’ eligibility and ranking.
Several players said they
were victims of this kind of treat
ment, including Holmes.
“He would threaten to not let
me play and then minutes before
the match he would have me get
taped up,” she said.
The most recent incident oc
curred last season on a plane
ride back from a road match. Cal
Poly graduate Alissa Bailey was
on the trip and described the in
cident.
“The plane to San Francisco
was delayed and we were plan
ning to arrive at 11 p.m.” Bailey
said.
“On the plane they offered
complimentary drinks and wine
to the people over 21,” she said.
“I decided not to drink, but Chris
and some other girls decided to
get some drinks.
“By the time we got off the
plane Chris was completely
drunk. I thought it was poor be
havior on his part, to be respon
sible for all those girls in that
state of mind.”
Assistant Coach Tracy Prince
was also on the trip and seemed
uncomfortable with Eppright’s
behavior. Holmes said.
“Tracy went to John (Athletic
Director John McCutcheon) be
cause she was concerned with
what happened,” Holmes said.
“Chris turned the story around
to make it sound like she

(Prince) wasn’t in her right
mind.”
Prince, now head coach of the
women’s team at Cal State San
Bernadino, would not comment
about the incident.
Players said that when Prince
left the team, Eppright told the
players that she left because she
didn’t feel comfortable with the
women on the team.
Prince would not confirm or
deny Eppright’s explanation, but
players said they didn’t believe
it.
Candace Corrette, a former
player, said she had a good
relationship with Prince.
“She was the greatest,” Cor
rette said. “She’d help us do
drills, we all liked her.”
Years of seemingly ignored
complaints and anguish passed
as players exhausted their ef
forts to find a positive solution to
the ongoing problem. Prompted
by many incidents and conflicts
with Eppright, both the men’s
and women’s teams sent a letter
of complaint to the Athletic
Director John McCutcheon'last
February.
According to several sources,
all of the players endorsed and
filed the letter together.
“The teams decided together
that everybody would agree to
the letter,” former player Britt
Stenstrom said. “If we didn’t all
agree then we weren’t going to
do it at all.”
Bailey said no action was
taken after McCutcheon received
the letter.
M c C u tc h e o n s a id he
responded to the players’ con
cerns by talking to all parties in
volved.
“I had a conversation with
members of the teams who
voiced their concerns,” he said.
Eppright responded to the
players’ complaints with a
prepared statement.
“There were some concerns
within the tennis program last
year that were expressed to me
through the Athletic Director,”
he said in the statement. “I sub

sequently discussed these con
cerns with the team.”
Team members contend that
Epprights’ response to their com
plaints was not satisfactory.
They also criticized the lack of
action taken by the Athletic
Department.

JULY ift» i m i
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“The transition to Division I
has been difficult,” he continued,
“but as the head coach, I’ve had
to make some very tough
decisions and just like any other
athletic program, you can’t pos
sibly make everybody happy all
of the time.”
Players say, however, that
those “tough decisions” created
more problems than they
resolved.
“The team would definitely be
better off without him,” said
former women’s player Noriko
Hopkins. “I hated going to prac
tice... . It was just a bad ex
perience for me.”
McCutcheon said he could not
comment on how the matter
would be resolved. He did say
that in a situation in which
players have concerns, the
department has no explicit proce
dure. He attributed this to the
fact that each complaint is uni
que and has an independent
solution.

If you are in terested in d e xe lo p m e n t of W ind oxvs, M ac, M o tif,
database c lie n t/s e rv e r, softw are q u a litv or technical xvriting, vou
need to talk to us!
W e have fu ll-tim e and intern o p p t)rtu n ities a xa ila b le . W e're big
enough U> make a difference, but sm all enough that vou can make
one, too. So gear up for yo u r new clie n t/serx er career, and head
over to Rem edy. W hat happens next is up to x d u .
R e m e d y e n c o u ra g e s la u g h in g in the h a l l x x a x s , p ro m o te s
creative thinking and offers competitix e benefits. I’ lease send xour
resum e, indicating area of interest, to: Remedx C orporation, Attn:
Km ployee Serx ices D ept., 1303 Salado Drix e, M ountain V'iexv, C A
94043; F'AX (413) 234-4900; e-mail us at m arc@ rem edv.com . Remedx
is an e t]u al o p p o rt u n ity e m p lo y e r , e n c c n ira g in g xvom en and
m inorities to app ly.

Visit our Web site: Iittpr/AvnAv.rcMiiedy.coni/
Come Sec Cs On Cuiiipiis
Friday, F'ebniary 2.3rd. S:.30 a.iii.- 4:30 p.m.
Students must apply by Wednesday, .lunuary 17th
lim ited Spaee
Information Ses.sions
Wednesday. February 21st, 6 p .m .- 8 p.m.
Career Fair, Tliursday. Febniary 22nd. 10 a .m .- .3 p.m.
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N o w th a t y o u 'x e got the d ip lo m a ,
you're ready to test vo iir abilities. A nd
at R e m e d y , w e 're read y tor vo ii to
put yo u r ideas and energs to w ork.
A s the lead er in the c lie n t / s e r \ e r
a p p lica tio n s a re n a , w e '\ e created
innovatix e system s that are m aking
a p o w erful im pact on our f-ortune
300 clients. W e're elated about how
far w e've come: we w ere 1 of 10 of
the h o tte st l I ’O s in 1993. W e 'x e
g row n 400".. ox er the last txxo vears
w ith 200+ em ployees and w e 'xe had
fourteen consecutix e p ro fita b le q u irters. It's been an exciting journev and the
adx enture is just beginning.

“We understood that we
couldn’t just walk in there and
get someone fired, but nothing
was done,” Bailey said referring
to the complaints made to the
Athletic Department.
Eppright and McCutcheon
both agreed that the complaints
by the players should be dealt
with internally.
“I am not going to discuss the
nature of the concerns in a public
forum,” McCutcheon said. “I am
not going to get into specifics.”
“The appropriate place to deal
with the concerns are internally
and not in a public forum,” Ep
pright said in the statement.
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H ow ‘b o u t th a t Polv Plan?
0

h y -J a s o n D . P ie m a n s

Cal Holy i?; going through a lot of changes at this
time, and Mustang Daily is moving in some new direc
tions as well.
However, let’s begin with the changes that are trying
to take place at our beloved institution first.
President Warren Baker is selling his vision of Cal
Poly’s future with the Cal Poly Plan. After tremendous
efforts to get students on the bandwagon, it appears the
public relations aspect of the plan fell short.
More students probably know what happened on
“P’fiends” last week than know about the Cal Poly Plan.
President Baker gave his first live broadcast on
KCPK and tried to persuade students that by raising
fees, students will ultimately save in the long run.
This sounds a little too familiar — “If we raise your
taxes today, your long-term savings will increase in the
future.” Lhifortunately, this seems to be an all-too-common plea for more money.
Raising student fees at Cal Poly, already one of the
costliest CSUs in the state, would only cause Cal Poly to
become even more of an elitist institution.
People in the lowest economic brackets and
minorities are already grossly underrepresented here,
and increasing fees would only increase the disparity.
President Baker has some nifty ideas on how to
counteract this position by creating a unique type of
funding for eligible students. It ultimately amounts to a
type of discount, often used at private institutions.
But what if the state doesn’t go for this student-dis
count idea? The answer is nowhere to be found in the
Cal Poly Plan.
The ultimate aspect of the equation is that we, as
students, are the customers buying an education from
the state. The state, however, seems to be decreasing
the quality of its product, yet charging more each year.
To his credit. Baker earnestly wants to change the
system to benefit students. He mentioned in his speech,
and in interviews I’ve had with him, that he wants to
create a sort of ‘compact’ with the students attending
Cal Poly.
The problem is that it doesn’t seem there are any
guarantees in this so-called compact.
The plan also seems to neglect environmental im
pacts on San Luis Obispo and the surrounding com
munities. This is not a shortcoming of Baker per se, but
of the California Legislature and Governor Pete Wilson.
How is a community as small as San Luis Obispo
supposed to absorb the amounts of new residents who
will be attending Cal Poly in the future?
Baker mentioned in the plan that the increased stu
dent fees “would not go to increasing enrollment, it
would not go to compensation and it would not go to
capital improvements on campus.” So this doesn’t
benefit anyone on campus in regards to housing.
What this means is that those who own rental
houses and apartments in San Luis Obispo could earn a
lot more money off of rent, thereby further’increasing
the cost of an education at Cal Poly.
Some aspects of the Cal Poly Plan sound great,
others pretty weak. Overall the impression is that it
leaves a lot of unanswered questions. At the same time,
ASI and the Academic Senate ignore their respon
sibilities of informing students and acting in the best
interest of students.
Now on to Mustang Daily:
I hope all the sports fans out there enjoy reading The
Sporting Journal. The spectacular sports insert is some
thing new to the journalism department and marks
Mustang Daily’s first venture into full pagination. Soon,
all of Mustang Daily will be produced electronically and
The Sporting Journal is leading the way.
Unfortunately, due to space and money, the sports
coverage will no longer appear every day. Mondays and
Fridays will be regular sports days and The Sporting
Journal will appear every Wednesday.
However, the Opinion page will become a double
spread on Tuesdays. That’s a lot of space to fill for our
opinion editor, b»it with some good commentaries from
our fans, she’ll fill it.
Hopefully, the Opinion page will become a place for
.■ierious political rhetoric to be slung and people’s views
of the upcoming election will be allowed to clash. It
should also be an area for discussing the Cal Poly Plan.
■Jason I). Piemans is the Daily Editor-in-Chief
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Time to go, Hobbes ol’ buddy
by W illiam E. Crook
I just finished reading Shari Coffenberry’s commen
tary on the demise of Calvin & Hobbes by Bill Watterson.
While I agree with her on the addictive power of the strip,
I would like to offer another point of view on it.
Calvin & Hobbes was easily the most prominent strip
on the market based on quality. Its freshness, attention
to detail and unique perspective showed it to be a labor of
love for Watterson. Few strips today have the potential to
draw faithful followers the way Calvin & Hobbes did.
It entertained millions of readers of all ages. In the
100 years of comic strips, few can make the claim that
they actually took a nation as a daily hostage. Peanuts,
the Far Side, Garfield and Calvin & Hobbes have all held
that mantle.
I strongly disagree with Coffenberry’s report that the
final Calvin & Hobbes was “so stupid” and that “it wasn’t

Why does it need an end at oil? Why must there be
some final solution? Today, when children are forced
to grow up all too quickly, it was refreshing to see
one little boy who w ill remain young and innocent
(as innocent as Calvin could ever be) forever.
even funny.” For every “funny” strip of Calvin & Hobbes
there was also a thought or emotion provoking strip that
followed. This is what made it so unique and refreshing.
For the record, the last Calvin & Hobbes strip was
published on Sunday, Dec. 31. It was not a daily black
and white, four-panel strip published by the Mustang
Daily.
The final strip appeared in the color format of the Sun
day comic supplements in local papers. It showed Calvin
& Hobbe.s with their faithful sled in a fresh snowfall.
Hobbes remarks, “It’s like having a big sheet of white
paper to draw on.” Calvin ends the strip exclaiming, “It’s
a magical world, Hobbes ol’ buddy...let’s go exploring,” as
they sled away out of our lives.
It was the perfect ending to the adventures of a little
boy and his stuffed tiger. Coffenberry was aggravated
that “it was no ending at all.” Why does it need an end at
all? Why must there be some final solution? Today, where
children are forced to grow up all too quickly, it was
refreshing to see one little boy who will remain young and
innocent (as innocent at Calvin could ever be) forever.

I applaud Watterson for his efforts. He was and is a
pioneer in the comic strip industry. He brought back
some of the lost art of comic strips. Although they have
been unjustly labeled “comics,” nowhere is it written that
a strip needs to make you laugh.
If a strip evokes some emotion in you, it has served its
purpose. Some strips thrive on political statements
(Doonesbury), some will make you laugh hysterically
(The Far Side), some show the innocent humor in family
values (The Family Circus), and some strive to entertain
another generation (Beetle Bailey). Watterson’s strip, at
one time or another, touched all the bases.
Coffenberry accuses the industry of offering no quality
strips and cites The Family Circus and Beetle Bailey as
examples of strips that have outlived their usefulness. Al
though neither strip is geared to university readers, she
may have a point.
I, too, believe some strips have not aged well over the
years. I am happy to say no one will ever accuse Calvin &
Hobbes of this. It retired before becoming obsolete. It
reminds me of some professional athletes who cheapen a
sterling career because they just don’t know when to quit.
Bill Watterson was driven by quality. He had main
tained strict creative control over his product. How many
Calvin & Hobbes licensed items do you see on the
market? Only one — the books reprinting his newspaper
strip. Unlike Garfield and Snoopy, you will not find any
Calvin & Hobbes pajamas, TV specials, dolls,
toothbrushes or shirts. Watterson was very protective of
his creation.
After 10 years of chronicling their adventures, Watter
son finally told their last story. When he decided he no
longer wanted the pressures of producing a daily strip, he
left himself with three options. He could keep doing it,
letting the quality suffer, condemning Calvin & Hobbes to
a fate similar to the aforementioned strips; he could hire
someone else to carry on in his place, which would more
than likely bring about the same result; or he could retire
our little friends.
I am glad he chose to retire Calvin and Hobbes. I will
miss them as I am sure you all do. I thank the Mustang
Daily for bringing them to us every day. Along with Coffenberry, I hope there is a future in other Wattersonproduced projects for Calvin & Hobbes But, if there isn’t,
at least I know that somewhere out there is a little boy
and his stuffed tiger exploring a brand new world.
W illiam Crook is a liberal studies senior.
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Green Bay, Indianapolis
shook up the NFL's elite
- 2 -

Cal Poly's Ben Larson
stealing his w ay to the top
- 8-
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TO OUR READERS
Welcome to the first issue of The Sporting Journal.
You may be wondering, who we are and what this publication is
about.
We are two former sports editors of Mustang Daily. We have
attempted to put together a weekly sports pullout section to
Mustang Daily. We aim to gear this publication for the ultimate
sports fan, the casual fan, and the person whose only attention to
sports comes during the Super Bowl.
Being in a community so far away from big-market sports, we
saw a challenge to bring to you sports features and news stories
that catch the attention of the entire nation.
After months of researching sports pages and consulting with
sports editors from around the country, this is what we have come
up with.
We are a part of an era when sports pages are attempting to be
more innovative, trying to keep pace with ESPN and other televi
sion network who televise hundreds of sporting events. We have
attempted to create a sports publication that combines the enter
tainment value of sports with an innovative way of bringing it to
you.
You may have to be a little patient with us, as we will continual
ly try to improve The Sporting Journal. From providing you with
more statistics, the latest news, to eventually creating a World Wide
Web site so you, as well as the rest of the country, can read The
Sporting Journal at any time, anywhere, we will strive to meet the
needs of all our readers.
We hope to keep you updated with what’s happening in profes
sional sports with our National Basketball Association/National
Hockey League page and our Major League Baseball page — to be
introduced in February. On our NCAA page, we hope to let you in on
all the happenings at other Universities. We will maintain a local
angle by dedicating our back page and page seven to sports news
coming out of Cal Poly.
We hope we can give you what you ask for in a publication
geared to sports. What we ask from you is your feedback. Because
no matter what we write about or how we design our pages, we are
not doing our jobs unless we are entertaining you and informing
you.
So take a look, let us know, and enjoy the “show” we call the
world of sports.
Ajoy Bhambani
Co-Editor

Franco Castaldini
Co-Editor
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IN THE BLEACHERS

Stewart’s
TD cries
for instant
repiay
B y M ik e L o p r e s t i
Gannett N ews S ervice

First, let us decide the degree
of larceny perpetrated upon the
Indianapolis Colts on a foulfated Sunday in Pittsburgh.
Or more simply, to coin a
phrase, was they robbed?
No, the blown call by the officialo that gave the Steelers a
gift touchdown did not decide
who got the plane tickets to
Tempe, Ariz. It came in the first
half Too early to be the makeor-break play.
Yes, the Colts still had abun
dant chances to win. Their lead
did not melt in the last two minCO M M ENTARY
utes because of defective zebras,
but rather a first down Lamont
Warren needed and didn’t get,
and an interception Quentin
Coryatt should have caught but
dropped. That, and some pretty
good football by the home team.
No, the Steelers are not flying
to Arizona on the wings of a yel
low flag that was never thrown.
Yes, they deserved to win.
Matter of fact, both teams did.
But still. Playoff touchdowns
are supposed to be 100 percent
pure, no matter who scores
them, or when. Receivers are
not supposed to be able to break
open by taking a couple of steps
in the general direction of the
popcorn stand. The white lines
are not there for decoration.
Kordell Stewart got away with
going out-of-bounds. One step,
two steps, maybe three. The
touchdown should never have
happened. There should have
been a penalty, a loss of down, a
field goal, four fewer Pittsburgh
points.
Most of all, there should have
been a reversal from instant
replay.
Reversal? Instant replay? Oh,
excuse me. There I go living in

IIP

Arizona bound: Kordell Stewart celebrates his touchdown

during Sunday's game against
the past again.
It was a six-year fad, voted in
in 1986, voted back out in 1991.
Or more precisely, not voted in
enough. The count among own
ers was 17-11 in favor, but it
needed 21. So out went instant
replay, and in came the possibil
ity of plays such as Kordell
Stewart dancing on the back
line before catching a touch
down pass with a Super Bowl
berth at stake.
What six years showed us is
that the officials are pretty
good. The average reversal rate
per season was about 90, out of
maybe 40,000 calls. The number
of reversals in six Super Bowls
could be counted on one hand.
So the game is left to seven
men and 14 eyes, who see a lot

Indianapolis.
but not everything. The field
judge and the back judge were
both in the back of an end zone
jammed with receivers and
defenders on the play late in the
first half They had much to
watch for, and neither had his
head turned toward Stewart —
or, more precisely, his feet —
when he went over the line.
Which is what instant replay
was supposed to be about. Not
as an indictment of the officials
but an extra tool. To catch what
might fall through the cracks. To
make sure.
Return, it certainly should.
Maybe in a new form. Maybe
limited to two or three reviews
per team per game. Maybe only
for the post-season. Let the
rulers of the game decide.

By Steve Moore
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Arizona gets wake-up call
B y M onty P han
S pecial to T he S pokting J ournal

After its worst tour of
the Bay Area in 13 years,
Arizona is still attempt
ing to bounce back from
back-to-back losses to
California and Stanford
two weekends ago.
And what better way to
do it than against Pac-10
leader and defending
national champion UCLA.
The Bruins roll into
town Saturday after
sweeping California and
Stanford at home last
weekend.
With a 32-point win
over Arizona State last
Wednesday, the 18thranked Wildcats (11-3)
looked to be returning to
early-season form, when
they were ranked as high
as fourth before their loss
es to Stanford and
California in the Bay
Area.
Entering their third
week of Pac 10 play, the
Wildcats (11-3, 1-2) will
face a UCLA team which
is on a nine-game winning
streak. The Bruins man
handled California, 93-73,
last Saturday. Their last
loss came against Kansas
Dec. 2 when they blew a
19-point lead.
After being snubbed by
many of the preseason
polls, Arizona began the

season by winning the
preseason NIT, blowing by
Georgetown in the final.
But in its Pac 10 opener
against California,
Arizona suffered its worst
loss to the Bears since
1983, the same year
Arizona last lost at both
California and Stanford.
The Wildcats will be
playing UCLA after a
seven-day layoff because
their game against St.
Joesph’s was canceled.
Citing safety reasons
and the possibility of more
snow in the Philadelphia
area. University of
Arizona officials decided
against playing in
Saturday’s game against
St. Joseph’s, resulting in
the first canceled Arizona
basketball game in the
modem era.
Eager to show that its
narrow loss to top-ranked
Massachusetts in over
time last Wednesday was
no fluke, St. Joseph’s was
understandably disap
pointed. After all, since
ESPN2 was slated to tele
vise the game, the school
would have received
national exposure against
a top-flight program. In
fact, according to the
Friday’s edition of the
Arizona Daily Star, St.
Joseph’s athletic director
Don DiJulia wanted
Arizona to forfeit the

game, thereby resulting in
a win for the Hawks, but
Arizona AD Jim
Livengood reportedly
talked him out of it.
All that means for
Arizona head coach Lute
Olson is more preparation
time for USC and UCLA,
the two schools the
Wildcats face this week
end.
Though the Wildcats
got a career night from
senior guard/forward Joe
McLean — a reserve who
scored 30 points, his high
est ever at Arizona —
Olson said the “share the
wealth” concept was nice
to see in the win over
Arizona State.
“It was definitely a
team kind of effort,” he
said. “Having fun is not
individually having your
greatest game. We defi
nitely needed this type of
game.”
After the Bay Area
sweep — where California
handed Lute Olson his
worst loss ever as a coach
at Arizona — the
Wildcats’ vocal team lead
er, senior point guard
Reggie Geary blamed him
self for the recent down
fall. He responded with
eight assists against
Arizona State, many of
which were drive-anddishes to McLean, who hit
five 3-pointers.

“During the Bay Area
trip, we got away from
where we were at earlier
in the season,” said Geary,
who averages 9.9 points
and a team-leading 7.1
assists per game. In fact,
the senior from Mater Dei
High School in Santa Ana,
Calif, is the only starter
not averaging double fig
ures in points. Senior cen
ter Joseph Blair leads the
team with 14.7 per game.
After the win over
Arizona State, McLean,
suddenly in the spotlight
after three years of wait
ing in the shadows,
reminded everyone that it
was still early to specu
late.
“At the beginning of the
season we weren’t getting
any respect,” he
said. “We got a little bit
more tonight. It was a big
wake-up call for us.”
And with the defending
national champions up
next, it couldn’t have come
at a better time.________

Back at you: Jelani McCoy and his UCLA team

mates face o ff against Arizona Saturday.

O THER G A M E S T O W A TC H

M onty P han, a senior
a t U niversity o f Arizona, is
the S p o rts E d ito r for the
A rizona D aily Wildcat. He
interned las su m m e r a t
the Orange C ounty
Register. E -m ail: m phan®
gas. uug.arizona.edu

Arkansas at Memphis, Thursdoy, 6 :3 0 p jn . ESPN
Oklahoma at Kansas, Monday, 6 :30 p.m. ESPN
Midngan at Indiana, Tuesday, 4 :3 0 p.m. ESPN
Syracuse at Connecticut, Sundoy, 11 o.m. CBS
aH times PST

INSIDE THE NCAA

It was a week to forget
In the Big "Chill” East
B y K e n D a v is
T he Hartforh Courant
AssodotM i P rtss Top M ou'i Tooms
Record
Pts
I.Mossochusetts (62)
14-0 1,598
2.Kentu(ky
13-1 1,519
3.Cincinnoti (1)
11-0 1,432
4.KonsQs
121 1,426
5.Connecticut (])
14-1 1,360
6.Wokeforost
10-1 1,224
7.Villonovo
13-2 1,133
8.GeorgetDwn
14-2 1,107
9.Memphis
11-2 1,047
lO.NodhCorolina
12-3 960
11 .Virginiolech
9-1 894
12.Syracuse
13-2 864
13.UOA
11-3 829
14.PennSf.
13^ 724
]5.Uloh
11-3 685
16.kNm
13-3 591
17.Pufdue
13-2 571
18i h 2ona
11-3 515
19.Clemson
11-1 403
20.Michigon
134 399
2).MississtppiSt.
10-3 337
22.Georgn
10-3 206
23Aubum
14-3 180
24.8o$tonColl6ge
11-3 124
25.1exa$l6ch
12-1 102
A sso d o ttd Press Top W m r m 's Tifliii
Record Ph
Uouisianalech (38)
134) 950
2.Vonderbilt
144) 906
3.Connectkut
14-2 874
4.Georaja
12-2 798
5.Sfontord
11-2 774
6.Tenne$see
13-3 762
7.Virginja
12-3 708
8.TexosTech
12-2 677
14-1 656
9.I0WO
lO.PennSt.
13-3 636
ILNCoiolnaSt.
11-2 493
10-2 436
12.0regonSt.
14-3 408
)3.Duke
) 4. Wisconsin
11-2 398
154 396
15.Colorado
tie.OldDominion
11-2 396
17.Moflhwostefn
15-1 391
]8.Alatmma
13-3 340
19.0l(ldionKiSt.
13-1 285
20M ansos
13-5 264
21.Purdue
106 236
22.FkKida
14-3 127
23. Auburn
12-3 n o
24.Clemson
11-1
70
25.Mississippi
114
51

1
2
4
3

6
8
7
5
9
10
15
14
17
20
13
11
22
18
16
23
12
19

N

1
2
3
7

6
4

8
9
10
5
13
11
16
17
12
15
21
19
20
14
18
25
24
23
22

SCORING
G PTS AVG.
Bubbo WeHs, Austin Peoy
10 272 27.2
14 371 26.5
JoFonde Williams, Hampton
Marcus Brown, Muroy St.
10 262 26.2
Kevin Granger, lexas Southe
12 308 25.7
Keith Veney, Marshall
10 252 25.2
REBOUNDING
G NO. AVG.
9 128 14.2
MaMr Rose, Drexel
Kyle Snowden, Horvord
12 149 12.4
Adonal Foyle, Colgate
11 136 12.4
Marcus Mann, Mississippi Vol.
14 173 12.4
Scott Farley, Mercer
12 148 12.3
STEALS
G NO AVG.
9
Pointei Wiliams, McNeese St.
52 5.8
Johnny Rhodes, Maryland
47 4.3
11
ANen Iverson, Georgetown
14
55 3.9
8en Larson, Cd Poly SCO
13
50 3.8
Roderick kyloi, lockson St.
15
56 3.7
3 P T FG P n
6 F6 F6A PO
(MIN 1.5 P/G AND 40%)
9 14 22 63.6
Joe StofFoid, Western Coro.
Jason Daisy, Northern Iowa
10 28 47 59.6
Isaac Fontaine, Woshinglon St.
10 22 37 59.5
Ricky Perd, Wbke Forest
9 21 36 58.3
Mike Frensiey, St. Peter's
11 30 52 57.7
SCORING
G PIS AVG.
Shannon Johnson, South Caro
12 312 26.0
9 232 25.8
Gray C. Haris, SE Mo. St.
Ionia Kostk, Oregon St.
10 256 25.6
Lora Webb, Lamar
12 306 25.5
Shdonda Enis, Alobamo
15 376 25.1
REBOUNDING
G NO. AVG
Lotasha Byears, DePad
11 147 13.4
Felecio Autry, Campbel
8 106 13.3
Timothea Clemmer, Wright St.
12 157 13.1
Alfredio Seds, Jocksonville St.
10 130 13.0
9 115 12.8
Lophelio Doss, Eastern Ky.
G NO. AVG.
ASSISTS
10 103 10.3
Brenda Pontoja, AriTono
87 8.7
Heather Smith, Toledo
10
14 121 8.6
fma Nicholson, Perm St.
74 8.2
Li; HuFFord, Stetson
9
Krissy Holden, Indiana St.
10
81 8.1
STEALS
G NO. AVG.
Clentono Dawkins, Northeastern M. 11
60 5.5
LeKeysho Johnson, SoutherihB.R.
9
48 5.3
44 4,9
Alhedo JeFFerson, Dekjvrare St.
9
Pom Pennon, Oklohomo
14
67 4.8
Shoyla Teogue, Som Houston St.
10
47 4,7
As of 01/10/96

The Big East highlight pack
age this week would be more
realistic if it included scenes of
crowded airports, empty are
nas, and players watching tele
vision in their hotel rooms.
Those things were more rou
tine than dunks, fastbreaks or
blocked shots.
The winter storms that
bashed the East last week
played havoc with college bas
ketball schedules, left teams
stranded, and created numer
ous complications.
Think you had problems?
Georgetown Coach John
Thompson returned home at 3
a.m. Thursday after his fifthranked Hoyas lost at
Pittsburgh, 75-56, Wednesday
night. The game had been
scheduled for Tuesday, and he
returned home to an unpleas
ant car problem anyone could
relate to.
“Everybody, whether you are
playing basketball or not,
knows how depressing (a storm
delay) can be,” Thompson said
Thursday afternoon. “I’m sit
ting in a car right now with a
dead battery.... freezing like
hell.”
Befpre last week, only two
Big East games had been post
poned because of weather.
That’s two games in 16 sea
sons. Four were postponed last
week and the storm Friday
forced teams to make alternate
plans for weekend games.
Syracuse made it to Rutgers
for its Jan. 7 game. But the

state of emergency declared in
New Jersey forced a postpone
ment. It has been tentatively
rescheduled for Feb. 12. In
addition to the GeorgetownPittsburgh game, the
Villanova-UConn and MiamiSeton Hall games were delayed
but played.
There were 1,017 in East
Rutherford, N.J., Wednesday
afternoon to watch Seton Hall
beat Miami, 66-63. Big East
officials said that was the
smallest crowd in conference
history. The previous was 2,011
for Villanova at Miami Feb. 12,
1994.
Ü

news

.

said. “With a club like they
have this year. I’d think you’d
want to bring anybody in here
and play them. They’ll appreci
ate their new place, but by the
same token, they’re going to
miss this place.”
Penn State had much to be
proud of, but two images were
at the top of the list. The first
was former Coach Bruce
Parkhill tossing the ceremonial
first tip at the new building,
then giving a thumbs-up to
Dunn, his former assistant.
The second was football coach
Joe Patemo, jumping up and
down and cheering in delight
over the play of the basketball
team.
No jealousy. And a lot of
¡class.

notes

It was quite a week for Penn
State. The Nittany Lions
moved into the Associated
Press rankings — at No. 20 —
for the first time in 31 years.
Then they christened the
15,000-seat Bryce Jordan
Center with a 76-61 victory
over Minnesota Thursday
night.
First-year Coach Jerry Dunn
has the Nittany Lions (13-0, 40) in first place in the weak
Big Ten. Penn State closed Rec
Hall Sunday with a 29-point
victory over Wisconsin.
“Quite frankly, I don’t know
why they want to give it up,”
Wisconsin Coach Dick Bennett

If UConn 6-foot-5 junior
swingman Ray Allen has
many more games like his
29-point performance
against Villanova Tuesday,
it will increase the talk
about him heading for the
NBA next season.
Notre Dame Coach John
MacLeod, who spent 18 sea
sons coaching in the NBA, said
he sees a bright professional
future for Allen.
“One of the first things they
look for in pro ball is the body,”
MacLeod said. “Does he have
the body to play the position?
Yes, he does.
“He has a long, rangy, quick,
athletic frame that is going to
enable him to get bigger and
stronger (Allen is listed at 205
pounds) _ not necessarily taller
but bigger in the sense tn 54
and 62. In the 1990s it has
climbed from 61 to 67.
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Some call him the best point guord
ever to come out of high school.
Others question his readiness for
the NBA. But Stephen Marbury's
quest ends at the dotted line of an
NBA contract.
/

Story by

Todd G raff
Photos and
cover photo by

Toni L, Sandys

xhausted from the barrage of
questions an d eager to finish
with the proceedings, Georgia
Tech senior Drew B a rry
approached the next table of
reporters. It was the seventh of
nine such tables he was to visit, an d only
then would he be halfway through with
Atlantic Coast Conference men's basketball
M edia Day.

E

Since this was Barry’s
chance to sit in the lime
light as Georgia Tech’s
leader, he could bear the
onslaught. After all, he
was the ACC’s returning
assist leader and one of
the conference’s top
guards.
But as Barry neared
the table, he offered a
furtive glance, staring
ahead, but looking at no
one, attempting to steer
the conversation away
from the repetitive ques
tions he faced all morning.
“I don't know why
(Georgia Tech head coach
Bobby) Cremin’s didn’t
bring Marbury,” Barry
said.
Marbury?
Would that be the new
freshman who had yet to
play a college game.
Indeed it was. Barry
realized that the media
attention was not so much
on him as it was on his
new teammate, Stephen
Xavier Marbury.
Granted Barry is one of
the players to watch in
the ACC, but it was the
18-year-old New Yorker
who everyone was inter
ested in.
The highly touted
recruit was regarded as a
child prodigy who grew up
on the basketball courts in
Brooklyn. By the age of
three, he already had the
strength to heave shots off
the rim, by six he could
dribble and shoot with
both hands and as a 12year-old, Hoop Scoop mag

azine dubbed him the best
sixth-grader in the coun
try.
“A lot of his talent is
God-given,” said Bob
Hartstein, Marbury’s
coach at Lincoln High
School in Brooklyn. “He’s
extremely blessed, but he’s
always worked so hard.
He’ll never be satisfied.”
Marbury propelled
Lincoln to the Public
Schools Athletic League
Championship game the
last three years, losing the
first two before capturing
the title last season.
Luring Marbury to
Georgia Tech was not as
hard as it would seem for
Cremins. Marbury was
always enamored with the
success of another New
York City guard who
starred at Georgia Tech,
Kenny Anderson. And he
knew the freedom
Cremins allowed his point
guards.
While it is a legacy of
point guards that drew
Marbury the player to
Georgia Tech, it is the illfortune that drives
Marbury the man.
Stephen is the fourth of
five Marbury boys, each
highly acclaimed and des
tined for NBA stardom.
But for various reasons
each of the first three
brothers failed to reach
their aspirations of a pro
fessional career. So
Stephen has become the
next vessel of hope, play
ing not only for the love of
the game, but for divi

dends it could provide his
non-conference play.
family.
The high expectations,
“Getting my family out
coupled with Marbury’s
(of Coney Island) is what
quest to furnish a better
has always motivated me,” life for his parents, is an
Marbury said. “Living a
immense amount of pres
better life than I lived
sure to place on a college
before is something I’m
freshman. But Marbury
searching for. I love Coney sees it is a blessing to
Island, and I’ll always go
have that type of pressure.
back there, but I want
“If I wasn’t in a situa
something
tion where
better for
I might not
my family.”
make it,
g o t g r e a t then there
Marbury
has been
would be
speed a n d
called the
pressure,”
best point
e x p lo s i v e n e ss Marbury
guard ever
said. “But
to come out
where I am
in te r m s o f
of high
right now, I
school.
in a
b e in g a b le to am
Inside
position
Sports pre b lo w by p e o p le . where I
dicted the
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Hartstein said. “With
gling at the beginning of
ESPN and all the games
the season, going 6-7 in
on TV, college basketball

hype is almost unreal.
“He’s almost lived up to
it all...I don’t think he has
disappointed anyone.”
The 6-foot-2, 180-pound
point guard has terrorized
college defenses, weaving
in and out of thickets of
defenders, setting his own
slalom course, until he can
receive a pass in the clear,
at which point he has two
blistering options. He can
spring past pursuing
defenders almost at will,
or he can explode into a
jump shot, waiting until
the apex of his leap, where
virtually no defender can
reach him.
“He’s got great speed
and explosiveness in
terms of being able to
blow by people,” Atlanta
Hawks scout Pete Babcock
said. “He can go inside or
outside. He can blow by
his man or shoot right
over his man.”
He has shown an
indelible ability to dis
tribute the ball to the
right player at the right
time, whether keeping it
himself or spying the open
man for an easy bucket.
In his second confer
ence game, Marbury put
on a spectacular exhibi
tion in the second half of
a game against Duke.
Resisting the tempta
tion to dominate from the
start, Marbury scored only
four points in the first
half, allowing his team
mates to get involved. But
as time dwindled,
Marbury realized (jreorgia
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Tech’s need for his scoring.
He began looking for his
shot and burned the Blue
Devils for 23 second-half
points in Georgia Tech’s
86-81 come-from-behind
victory.
“Marbury had a sensa
tional second half,” Duke
coach Mike Kryzewski said
after his team’s first look
at Marbury. “It’s one of
those halves that you don’t
see very much. I think it’s
one of the best halves that
I’ve seen in Cameron
(Indoor Stadium) against
us in 16 years.”
Four days later,
Marbury torched North
Carolina for 17 points and
eight assists in an 80-77
defeat of the visiting Tar
Heels, then ranked No. 10.
“He’s an exceptional tal
ent,” North Carolina coach
Dean Smith said. “But as
with every one of these
freshmen, you watch,
when they’re juniors,
they’ll be a lot better —
whether it be here or
wherever, but they’ll be
better.”
Chances of Marbury
still playing at Georgia
Tech by then are minimal
at best. Marbury has made
it clear that he may not
stay that long. Bolting to
the NBA after one season
is a possibility if he is a
lock to go in the top five of
the draft this summer.
Whether he can play in
the NBA is a foregone con
clusion.
“I believe that point
guards are made,” NBA
Director of Scouting Marty
Blake said. “Marbury is an
exceptional talent, and
he’s one of the best point
guards I’ve seen.”
For all of Marbury’s tal
ent and unlimited poten
tial, scouts are naturally
turned off by his lack of
experience. Sure, he has
played in dozens of sum
mer tournaments to sup
plement his improvement
during the regular season,
but gaining experience is
not a process that can be
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So far, Georgia Tech
point guard Stephon
Marbury has lived up
to all the hype. He is
averaging 19 points
per game and has
many believing he'll
be running with the
pros next season.

\

J l

quickened.
“There’s a maturity
process that you go
through both physically
and mentally, and you
can’t speed it up,”
Babcock said. “You can’t
artificially do it and say,
‘Okay, I’m going to become
five years older over the
summer.’ You can’t manu
facture those five years of
experience.”
While many pro scouts
are showing skepticism

about Marbury’s ability
to play in the NBA next
season, not many, if any,
are overlooking the possi
bility of drafting him if he
chooses to make himself
available.
At the Cable Car
Classic tournament in
San Jose in December, 22
NBA scouts were on hand
to watch Georgia Tech.
Ultimately the decision
is Marbury’s, and he
admits that college is a

mere stepping stone to
the pros for him.
“College is a way to
prepare someone for the
draft,” Marbury said. “If
I’m in the top five or six,
there’s no way I’m going
to turn it down. Could
you?”
Tbdd Graff, a senior at
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, is Assistant
Sports Editor for the Daily
Thr Heel. He can be reached
via e-mail: tgrafpdunc.com

Marbury File
Age: 18

3PT F6 % : 35

Boni: Brooklyn, NY

FT%: 77

Yeon Freshman

Assists: 4.1 per gome

Pts: 19.1 per game

Steals: 2.1 per game

FG% : 45

Cal’s Abdur-Rahim taking teammates for a ride
B y S ean K ea r n s
S pecial to T he S porting .Journal

From the first time California Coach
Todd Bozeman saw Shareef Abdur-Rahim
at a basketball camp, comparisons of NBA
stars came to mind.
“To me, he just played with such poise,”
said Bozeman upon his first look at
Abdur-Rahim, “He has inner peace like
(Hakeem) Olajuwon and Mahmoud
(Abdul RauD, people who are really at
peace with themselves,”
The peace comes through AbdurRahim’s faith in (jod. His basketball skills
come from the playgrounds of Marietta,
Ga., and Wheeler High School where
Abdur-Rahim averaged 31 points and 12.4
rebounds p>er game.
He was named Mr. Georgia Basketball
and played for the East team in the
McDonald’s High School All-Star game
where he finished with 16 points and
seven rebounds.

Those are solid credentials for a college
player but bona fide credentials don’t
always turn a player into one of the most
dominating freshmen — make that play
ers — in the nation.
Abdur-Rahim used California’s season
opener against Northern Arizona as his
coming out party scoring 33 points, grab
bing nine rebounds and blocking five
shots. After 25-point performances
against Cincinnati and Illinois, notice was
served — Abdur-Rahim was one of the
best freshman in the nation.
He has become the best because* at 6foot-10 Abdur-Rahim can post up, hit the
open three-pointer (5 of 9 ^ is season) and
dribble the ball coast to coast with skills
like a point guard.
“His versatility (was surprising),” Cal
guard Jelani Gardner said, “He can drib
ble pretty well. He can step out and shoot
the jump shot. I think the thing about his
game that makes him so good is that he
can adjust his shot. It’s very rare that you

see him get his shot blocked.”
Case in point: In last week’s game
against USC, Abdur-Rahim slapped the
ball away from USC’s Avondre Jones, and
out-sprinted Jones for the ball. He then
made a dash for the hoop with guard
Cameron Murray in pursuit. Murray had
the angle and went for the steal but
Abdur-Rahim, in one motion, picked up
his dribble, put the ball around his back
and then into his right hand for a lay-up.
“I think I make (my moves) up as I go
along,” Abdur-Rahim said. “That’s one of
those things you practice in the park by
yourself.”
The practice has resulted in AbdurRahim ranked among the top 10 in the
Pac 10 in points, rebounds, blocks, steals
and field goal percentage. His 23.8 points
per game ranks him 10th in the nation in
scoring.
“I think I’ve shown that Fm the go-to
guy,” Abdur-Rahim said. “I feel one strong
point I have is that I can score. I feel even

if I don’t score, teams are focusing so
much on me right now that when the ball
is coming to me, 1 can help other people
get open. I try to make the guys around
me better.”
With the kind of season Abdur-Rahim
is having and the skills he has displayed
so far, one wonders if it’s already time for
him to take the next step — the NBA.
But for now, Abdur-Rahim is in his
world. He is on the inside, the outside and
in the of>en court. The only problem he
might have is if the load he is carr3dng on
his back gets too heavy.
“The poor guy’s back,” said teammate
Randy Duck following Abdur-Rahim’s 28point, 13-rebound performance against
USC. “He carried us all night.”
So far, it has been a pretty good ride in
Abdur-Rahim’s world.
Sean Kearns, a junior at University of
Southern California, is Sports Editor at
the Daily Trojan. E-mail: skeams<9usc.edu
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Cavs exceeding
expecations
B y S haun P ow ell
N kw sday

Once again, the Cavs are
winning and defying all
logic. Ravaged by injuries
and key departures,
they’ve nonetheless taken
a step toward another pro
ductive season under
Coach Mike Fratello.
This was supposed to be

«Sipotes
a rebuilding year, but
Fratello and his over
achieving players didn’t
receive the memo. After
going 0-7, they won 18 of
26 and put themselves into
playoff contention. "The
players were reading the
papers and listening to TV
and radio and hearing
what I was hearing, which
was, ‘Hey, it’s best to lose
every game and get pingpong balls,’ *’ Fratello said.
"I understand the busi
ness side of this. I really
do. But the Brandons,
Phillses, Ferrys, what do
you tell them in the mean
time? Tell them not to com
pete and get better? That’s
not the message we want
ed to convey.”
J

Dennis Rodman is
starting to gripe about
playing fewer than 40 min
utes a game. Seems

Rodman is worried about
losing the rebounding title.
Chicago Bulls Coach Phil
Jackson told Rodman he
won’t average 17 rebounds,
which is a good way to get
Rodman to concentrate on
other things, such as scor
ing and defense.... Michael
Jordan said he wouldn’t
have rejoined the Bulls
had they made the Scottie
Pippen-for-Shawn Kemp
deal. “I’m pretty sure
Seattle would be a better
team,” Jordan said.
“Chicago would still be
rebuilding. That would
have been a dumb trade.”
Karl, who pushed for it,
now agrees with Jordan,
sort of. “Shawn has devel
oped into a player that’ll
never be traded and never
should be traded,” Karl
said. ... Sonics guard Gary
Payton, during a recent
visit to Miami, made sure
he autographed his sneak
ers for a certain ballboy.
The kid happened to be
Heat Owner Micky
Arison’s son. Payton is at
the top of Riley’s list for a
point guard. But Riley
shouldn’t be so certain
about Payton coming to
Miami. If the dollars are
equal, Payton prefers to
stay home on the West
Coast, and may bolt to
Sacramento, which is near
his Oakland home and has
a better team than the
Golden State Warriors.
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GAMES

W EEK

Orlando at Houston/ Sunday; NBC/ 11:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Miami/ Friday; TNT 5 p.m.
Orlando at Utah/ Friday; 6 p.m.
New York at Seattle/ Friday/ 7 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit/ Sunday/ 9 a.m ., NBC

•

Chicago at New York/ Tuesday/ 5 p.m./ TNT
all fifties PST

AtloRtic

EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L Pet
GB

¡ J ir a - - - - - - - 27
NewYofk
Washington
Miomi
Boston
NewJersey
Philodelphio
Central
Chicago
Indiona
Cleveland
Detroit
Atlanta
Chorlotte
Milwoukee
Toronto

8 771---- =■

22 12 .647 41/2
18 17 .514
9
16 18 .471 101/2
14 21 .400
13
13 21 .382 131/2
7 26 .212
19
W
L Pet
GB
—
30 3 l o r
21 13 .617 91/2
19 15 .559 111/2
18 15 .545
12
17 17 .500 131/2
14
17 18 .486
12 22 .353 181/2
10 25 .286
21

W ES H R N CONFERENCE
M idw est
W
L Pet
SanAntonio
24
9 .727
Houston
25 11 .694
Utah
22 12 .647
Denver
16 20 .444
Dallos
10 24 .294
Minnesota
8 26 .235
Voncouver
7 29 .194
Poeifk
W
L Pet
Seottle
24 10 ~ 7 Ü T
Sacramento
20 12 .625
L.A.Lokers
19 17 .528
17 18 .486
Portland
GoldenState
16 19 .457
14 19 .424
Phoenix
L.A.CIippers
15 21 .416

GB
—

1/2
21/2
91/2
141/2
161/2
181/2
GB
—

3
6
71/2
81/2
91/2
10

W ednesday's Gomes
Milwaukee at Philodelphio, 7:30 p.m.
Washington at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Chorlotte, 7:30 p.m.
Indiano ot Atlanto, 7:30 p.m.
Orlondo at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Golden Slate at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Houston at Denver, 9 p.m.
New York at L.A. Clippers, 10:30 p.m.

Red hot: Bobby Phills and the Cavaliers have won

18 o f their last 26 games after an 0-7 start.

Thursday's Gom es
Chkogo at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Son Antonio ot Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Golden Stole ot Milwaukee, 8:30 p.m.
Boston at Houston, B:30 p.m.
Cleveland ot Voncouver, 10 p.m.
Portland ot Socromento, 10:30 p.m.
All Times EST
As of 1/15/96

Scoring
GP PTS AVG
Michoel Jordon, CH
33 1021 30.9
Karl Malone, UTH
34 884 26.0
David Robinson, SAS
33 851 5.8
Penny Hordoway, ORL
35 873 24.9
Alonzo Mourning, MIA
22 541 24.6
Hakeem Olajuwon, HOU 36 882 24.5
Clifford Robinson, POR
35 828 23.7
Rebounds
GP REB AVG
Dennis Rodman, CHI
21 301 14.3
David Robinson, SAS
33 409 12.4
Shown Kemp, SEA
34 416 12.2
Dikembe Mutombo, DEN 36 420 11.7
Hakeem Olajuwon, HOU 36 411 11.4
Joyson Williams, NJN
34 386 11.4
Chorles Barkley, PHO
28 317 11.3
A ssists
GP AST AVG
John Stockton, UTH
34 374 11.0
Rod Strickland, POR
35 339 9.7
Joson Kidd, DAL
33 305 9.2
Domon Stoudomire, TOR 35 320 9.1
Avery Johnson, SAS
33 294 8.9
Mork Jackson, IND
33 263 8.0
Robert Pock, WAS
31 242 7.8
Field goal pet
GP EG M EGA
GheorgheMureson,WAS 35 193 321 .601
Dole Davis, IND
32 145 243.597
Michael Coge, CLE
34 121 208.582
Arvydas Sobonis, POR 28 143 246 .581
Shriwn Kemp, SEA
34 250 431 .580
Chucky Brown, HOU
36 34 232 .578
Free throw pet
GP FTM ETA PG.
Eddie Johnson, IND
34 50 53 .943
MohmoudAbduhauf,DEN33 87 93 .935
Terrell Brondon, CLE
34 151 165.915
Jeff Hornacek, UTH
34 122 134.910
Hersey Hawkins, SEA 34 105 118.890
Willie Anderson, TOR
34 94 106 .887
Three point pet
GP 3EG 3FA PQ
TimLegler,WAS
34 61 111 .550
Tony Dumas, DAL
24 38 76 .500
Steve Kerr, CHI
33 41 85 .482
Bobby Phills, CLE
34 49 103 .476
Hubert Davis, NYK
33 51 108 .472
Jeff Hornocek, UTH
34 40 85 .471
As of 1/15/96

THE NHL

Kasper enraged
over criticism
B y M ic h a e l A r a c e
T he Hartford C ourant

Bruins Coach Steve
Kasper: Enough already.
Kasper and his family
reacted angrily over Don
Cherry’s sharp criticism of
the benching of Cam Neely.
n

U(potes

m

In Cherry’s “Coach’s
Comer” segment on
“Hockey Night in Canada”
eight days ago. Cherry
called Kasper a “twit” sev
eral times. Cherry also
said that, if he could get
through the TV screen,
he’d “take care of
(Kasper).” Kasper’s par
ents, who live in Montreal,
taped the telecast and sent
it to their son.
Kasper told The Boston
Globe, “You really have to
watch the tape to get an
idea of how far (Cherry)
crossed the line, and my
family was subjected to
that. That’s OK. I can take
it. Besides, Cherry had his
moment in the sun and he
couldn’t figure out the
right number of players to
put on the ice.”
Last week, NHL
Commissioner Gary
Bettman said the sale of

the Los Angeles Kings and
Dallas Stars, the move of
the Quebec Nordiques to
Colorado and the planned
shift of the Winnipeg Jets
to Phoenix next season
remove “pockets of insta
bility.” Bettman said the
movement of Quebec and
Winnipeg resulted because
there were no prospective
local owners and no likeli
hood of new arenas.
“Leaving Winnipeg and
Quebec, as much as we
hated to do it, (they) are
two of the smallest mar
kets in North America,”
Bettman said. “Edmonton
is probably a question
mark in the long run,” he
said, but no other
Canadian franchises are in
jeopardy.
As for Florida, which
may be sold, and Hartford,
which needs to solve atten
dance problems (among
other things) — those situ
ations will be revisited
before there is a resolu
tion. ...
Jeremy Roenick, who
went through a still-unre
solved and very public con
tract controversy last sea
son before injuring a knee,
vowed he will sit out next
season if he doesn’t get a
contract he likes.
Roenick told The
Chicago Tribune, “Believe
me, I’ll do it if I have to.”

NHL STANDINGS

GAM ES rfihe W EEK

AHontk

EASTERN C O N FER EN a
W L T P ts GF GA

— T rrm riT rw
Pittsburgh at Buffalo/ today; 4:30 p.m.
Colorado at Detroit/ today; 4:30 p.m. ESPN2
NHL AlhStar game/ Saturday/ 9 a.m./ Fox
Los Angeles at New York RangerS/ Monday;
4:30 p.m.
Florida at Washington/ Tuesday; 4:30 p.m.

Florida
Philoddphio
Wosliington
TompoBoy
NewJesey
N.Y.Islonders
Northeost

Out of my way: Pat Verbeek’s 30 goals are part
o f the reason the Rangers stit atop the Atlantic
division headina into the All-Star break.

154
152
119
123
114
119
GF

115
113
109
143
111
153
GA

---- 27 13" 3 57 215 144
Montreal
Boston
Buffalo
Hortford
Ottowo

20 18 6 46 136
18 16 6 42 145
18 22 3 39 129
15 23 5 35 109
8 33 1 17 97
W ESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
W L T P ts GF
m

all timas PST

27 12 4 S8
23 12 9 55
20 18 4 44
18 17 7 43
19 21 4 42
11 22 8 30
W L T P ts

a

140
144
144
135
170
GA

31 9 3 ¿5 I6l 93

Chkogo
23 14 9 55 154 127
Toronto
22 16 7 51 143 131
St.Louis
18 18 8 44 118 119
Winnipeg
19 22 3 41 159 165
Dallas
11 21 10 32 112 145
P a d fk
W L T P t s GF GA
rolorado
23 13 8 54 172 125
LosAngeles
16 19 10 42 153 150
Voncouver
15 16 11 41 157 148
Cdgary
15 22 8 38 129 144
Anoheim
16 25 5 37 132 156
Edmonton
15 23 6 36 117 173
SonJose
10 30 4 24 136 201
W tdiM sdoy's (km its
Rftsbwgh ot Bufido, 7:30 p.m.
Montreal ot Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.
Hartford ot N Y. Islonders, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Son Jose ot Tompo Bay, 7:30 p.m.
Winnipeg ot Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
Colorodo at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Woshington at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
Edmonton ot Odios, 8:30 p.m.
Colgory at Anaheim, 10:3() p.m.
M o n Á y i Gm m $
Boston at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.
Chkogo ot Ottawo, 7:30 p.m.
Tompo Boy at Montred, 7:30 p.m.
Los Angeles at New York Rangers, 7:30 p.m.
Florida at Philadelphio, 7:30 p.m.
New York Islonders at Colorodo, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Vancouver, 7:30 p.m.
TiWMioy's (Tomes
Los Angeles ot New Jereey, 7:30 p.m.
Florida ot Washington, 7:30 p.m.
All Times EST
As of 1/15/96

Point leaders
GP G A PTS
MARIO LEMIEUX, PIH
37 39 60 99
JARCMIR JAGR, PIH
43 37 51 88
41 20 55 75
RON FRANCIS, Pin
MARK MESSIER, NYR
46 3 1 35 66
WAYNE GRETZKY, U
44 13 51 64
TEEMUSEIANNE, WIN
43 22 40 62
PAT VERBEEK, NYR
46 30 31 61
PETER E0RS8ERG, COL
43 15 46 61
JOE SAKIC, COI
43 29 31 60
44 15 43 58
DOUG WEIGHT, ED
Defensemen seorìng leaders
GP G A PTS
BRIAN LEETCH, NYR
46 8 42 50
RAY BOURQUE, BOS
40 14 28 42
CHRIS CHELIOS, CHI
45 8 33 41
LARRY MURPHY, TOR
45 8 33 41
GARY SUTER, CHI
45 15 24 39
N. LIOSTROM, DET
43 9 28 37
RAULC0EEEY,DET
39 4 33 37
ROMAN HAMRLIK, TAMPA 42 8 28 36
PHIL HOUSLEY, CALGARY 42 15 18 33
ALMACINNIS, ST LOUIS 43 7 25 32
(ieol Scoring
GP G
MARIO LEMIEUX, P1H
37 39
JAROMIR JAGR, PIH
43 37
ALEX. MOGILNY, VAN
40 34
MARK MESSIER, NYR
46 31
T. SANDSTROM, PIH
43 30
PAT VERBEEK, NYR
46 30
JOE SAKIC, COL
43 29
BREn HULL, ST LOUIS
35 27
37 26
ERIC LINDROS, PHIL
PETER BONDRA, WASH
31 24
39 24
RAY SHEPPARD, DET-S.J
JOHN LECIAIR, PHIL
44 24
PAUL KARIYA, ANAHEIM
45 24
CAM NEELY, BOS
39 23
KEITH TKACHUK, WINN
39 23
Pew er Ploy G eals
GP PP
MARIO LEMIEUX, Pin
37 17
JOE SAKIC, COLORADO
43 16
JAROMIR JAGR, Pin
43 14
43 14
T. SANDSTROM, Pin
46 14
PAT VERBEEK, NYR
OWEN NOIAN, C0L-S.J
45 13
As of 1/13/96
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Booker may
have program
in reverse
Karen Booker never expected
immediate success when she
inherited the Cal Poly women’s
basketball team in April. But,
I’m sure she wasn’t anticipating
immediate failure.
Under Booker, Cal Poly has
accumulated a 1-14 record. The
team has
scored an
average of
54.1
points a
game and
allowed
opponents
to average ^ F r a n c o
71.4
C a s t a l d in i
points a
game.
At her first press conference,
Booker emphasized that defense
will be her focus. Instead Cal
Poly’s defense has plagued the
team.
Opponents are dominating
the floor by capitalizing on Cal
Poly’s mistakes.
With much attention placed
on her defense. Cal Poly’s
offense has suffered and is in
desperate need of adjustments.
The Mustangs are shooting
only 38 percent from the field

and under 60 percent from the
foul line.
An aching statistic that
stands out is the number of Cal
Poly turnovers. The Mustangs
have average 26.6 turnovers a
game resulting in several lop
sided defeats to San Diego
State, University of Arizona and
Cal State Fullerton.
After a 6-20 season last year.
Athletic Director John
McCutcheon went shopping and
found Booker, the former
University of Kentucky assis
tant.
Unfortunately for Booker,
she didn’t arrive until after the
recruiting deadline, leaving her
with former coach Jill Orrock’s
players.
Regardless of the fact that
Booker has yet to have her own
recruiting class, the team is
worse than last year.
She admitted at her first
press conference that rebuilding
Cal Poly’s program will take
time.
Granted? building a program
from almost scratch can be a
slow process. But it helps to
move forward rather than back
ward.

The Losing End

Still going: In his 23rd year as head coach, George Mason's Paul Westhead is the only current

NCAA Division I coach to have won an NBA championship.
B y G r e g M a n if o l d
S portinc; J ournal stakf writer

Billy Crystal, Eddie Murphy, Richard
Pryor...George Mason basketball coach Paul
Westhead?
“I’m a little bit like a standup comedian, if I
can get an audience that will laugh, I may show
up,” said Paul Westhead, the former NBA coach,
now in his third season at George Mason.
With five trips to the NCAA tournament and
an NBA championship ring to boot, Westhead’s
coaching career has b ^ n a glorious one. He has a
combined college and NBA coaching record of
442-369.
One of those wins came last Saturday when
George Mason defeated Cal Poly 110-106.
“Sometimes my profession has taken me to
college and sometimes it has taken me to the
NBA,” Westhead said. “I just kind of gravitate to
where I can get a running game.”
A career that began at LaSalle University,
Westhead, in his 27th year of coaching, is long
removed from his glory days when his Los
Angeles Lakers won an NBA title in 1979-80 and
when his Loyola Marymount team made it to the
final eight of the 1991 NCAA tournament.
At George Mason, his running game has been
a step slow. Since Westhead took over the pro
gram in 1993, the Patriots are 23-45.
The biggest loss this year for Westhead was
losing his leading scorer to academic eligibility.
But losing his best player is nothing new for
Westhead. In 1991, Westhead watched his be^
player. Hank Gathers, collapse on the court dur
ing a game and later die of a heart attack.
Many believed Loyola Marymount could have
won the National Championship that year.
Instead, they almost decided not to accept an
invitation to the tournament. They ended up
falling to UNLV in the Western Regional finals.
After an unsuccessful stint with the Denver
Nuggets, Westhead returned to the college game.
For the last three years at George Mason
University, he has been building a team that can

play his unique up-tempo style of basketball.
“The only thing I can say about the running
game is it is a kind of double-edged thing,”
Westhead said. “On the one hand if you do it well
you can beat anybody, even if the other team is
better than you. If you don’t do it well, you’ll lose
to anyone and look sluggish and look ragtag.
There’s no in between, it either really works, or it
really doesn’t.
“I believe in a speed game. It’s the hardest
thing to defend, the only hitch is, it’s the hardest
thing to do. It demands a great effort from your
own players for forty straight minutes,” Westhead
said.
But so far, Westhead has yet to attain the type
of success he had at Loyola Marymount where his
team averaged a record 122.4 points per game
during the 1989-90 season.
Now, staring at a possible third straight losing
season at George Mason, Westhead’s glory days
might be over and his future remains uncertain.
“Nothing is forever,” Westhead said. “I could be
at George Mason for another 10 years or I could
be here another three years. I may coach in
another city, another NBA team, or I may stay in
college forever. Where I can find a running game
is where I’ll be.”
Cal Poly coach Jeff Schneider, trying to build
his own program in his first year, can relate to
Westhead’s frustrations.
“It takes a while to build a program and to get
the players he needs in there for that particular
system at George Mason. He doesn’t have all that
he needs yet, but he’s definitely headed in that
direction,” said Schneider who has studied
Westhead’s style of basketball.
If Westhead has his druthers, he doesn’t envi
sion his coaching career slowing down anytime
soon.
“I’ll keep on coaching until I find something
better,” Westhead said. “It’s what I’ve done all my
life, it’s my career.”

Cal Poly women's basketball overall record: 1Score by periods
1st
2nd
Opponents
503
643
Cal Poly
335
515
Points per game:
Opponents
Cal Poly
Field goal percentage:
Opponents
38%
Cal Poly
45%
Three-point field goal percentage:
Opponents
35%
Cal Poly
31%
Turnovers per gome:
Opponents
18.8
Cal Poly
26.6
*es e l f/l4/9tf
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Larson a steal for Cal Poly
continued from page 8

He is ranked fourth in
Division I in .steals.
But Larson is ho-hum about
his performance in the first half
of the season.
He shrugs his shoulders and
breaks a smile, slightly amazed
that his name was mentioned
with Kidd, now a starter with
the Dallas Mavericks. Does that
mean Larson is thinking about
the NBA? Well, if he is, he is not
letting anyone in on it.
“It’s hard to say what you’re
going to be able to do,” Larson
said. “I’m just happy to be here.”
So is much of Cal Poly.
Unlike last year when there was
an average of 300 fans a game
at Mott Gym, the community
and students have flooded the
doors.
Some of them come out of
curiosity and some come to
especially watch Larson play.

When Larson brings the ball
up the court, fans move with
him, shifting in their seats,
expecting something exciting to
happen.
Larson’s game is his ability
to run the show like a four-year
player. He looks for the play
from the bench, yells it out, his
team reacts, and he hits the
three.
He makes it look easy. But
the easier he makes it look, the
higher the expectations will
rise. And the more questions he
will have to answer.
Where will Larson go from
here? Will he surpass the
greats of NCAA history and be
recognized as one of the best?
Or will he be overlooked once
again?
But for now, no matter how
small he is, he can’t be over
looked. Not when he is stealing
center stage in San Luis Obispo.

Upcoming Cal Poly Men's Basketball Gomes
Jan. 20, 1 p.m. Sacramento State at Sacramento
Jan. 23, 7:05 p.m. Loyola Marymount at Los Angeles
Jan. 30, 7:30 p.m. MST Idaho State at Pocatello, ID.
Feb. 3, 1 p.m. Sacramento State at Mott Gym
Feb. 6, 7 p.m. Cal State Northridge at Mott Gym
AH games on KVEC AM 920

•irbc S»portíníi JournjI
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Overlooked by nearly every
Division I team. Cal Poly point
guard Ben Larson now has
<
opponents looking over their
shoulders. With four steals a
game, the former Indiana high
school standout is now looking to
steal some records.

■>*
w

By FrancoCastoldini
f
i
program once searching
for its identity found a
centerpiece for its future.
The Hoosier kid from
Elkhart, Ind. barely pushing six
feet holds a tall order for a
small-framed freshman.
He arrived at Cal Poly in
August only happy to be play
ing Division-I basketball, and to
get out of Indiana.
Now he finds himself at the
crux of the construction of a
men’s basketball program. A job
description which entailed reju
venating life in a 1-26 team.
The progress report on Ben
Larson reveals straight A’s for
the business major.
The team is 8-7 and on the
verge of becoming the most
improved NCAA men’s basket
ball team in the nation.
And Liarson is leading the
way. In 15 games, he is averag
ing 10 points and four steals a
game. He already surpassed
Cal Poly’s steal record of 54 set
by Keith Wheeler during the
1982-83 season.
And the students recognize
it.
When Larson walks on cam
pus people recognize his face
buried under a dirty Boston
Bruins hat.
“There’s the man,” they say.
Larson chuckles by the compli
ment and carries on with his
business.
One year ago, Larson led his
high school basketball team to
the Indiana High School Final
Four. Playing on the Hoosier
Dome court, Larson ran the
fl(x)r much like he now does at
Mott Gym.
His quickness has opponents

A

watching his back and his
three-point shot leaves the net
swinging.
The beauty of the arch on his
shot developed in high school
where he was sidelined only
once in his career after suffer
ing a broken hand.
There Larson learned his
most important skill.
It is not his cross-over drib
ble or the rotation on his shots,
that Larson considers his most
sacred weapon. It is his atti
tude.
Playing against some of the
best high school players in the
nation built an attitude that
doesn’t back down to anybody.
“I don’t think I’ve ever been
intimidated,” he said. “In high
school I (developed) a lot of con
fidence in myself.”
Larson is proving he can play
at the Division I level, even
though he has had doubters.
Several Division I teams
passed him over. Larson’s small
friime overshadowed his ability
on the court. Fortunately for
Cal Poly, many ignored the size
of his heart.
But when the recruiting
deadline neared last spring, his
heart began beating pretty fast.
Larson agonized over the possi
bility of never playing Division-I
basketball. But when a newlyhired coach called last April, the
agonizing ended, the heartbeat
returned to normal.
Head Coach Jeff Schneider
was the first and only coach to
offer him a full scholarship.
Larson accepted, and the rest is
Cal Poly history, albeit a short
one so far.
Schneider heard of Larson

while in Southern California
recruiting Larson’s fellow team
mates Russ Bryden and T.J.
Norris.
Fran McCafterty, an assis
tant at Notre Dame University,
told Schneider that Larson
would be a perfect point guard
for the system he was run
ning.
“When Jeff told me of the
system he was running and
that he needed a guard to run
free, I knew that Larson
would be a perfect match,”
McCafterty said.
Indeed he was. His name is
now being mentioned in the
same sentences as former col
lege stars Jason Kidd and
Mookie Blaylock.
While he may not have headturning moves, dazzling passes
and rim-rocking dunks, Larson
is quietly putting up compara
ble numbers in his freshman
year.
Larson is on pace to finish
with over a 100 steals. Only
three other players have done
that in their freshman year.
see Larson page 7
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T H E H O O S IE R KID
Season

Gam es

Nadev Henefeld, UConn
Jason Kidd, Cal
Eric Murdock, Providence

1989-90
1992-93
1987-88

37
29
28

Ben Lorson, Cal Poly*

1995-96
Season

28
Gam es

Jason Kidd, Cal
Nadev Henefeld
Eric Murdock, Providence

1992-93
1989-90
1987-88

29
37
28

1995-96

28
rOiy riponi MOí^OHOr

Ben Umon, Col Poly*
)995-96H«ak

Steals, total

138
110
90
108
Steals, avg.

3.79
3.73
3.21
X85
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STORM: M ore than 20,000 left with no electricity
•‘From page 1

jconditions could change if the
¡temperatures drop,” said CHP
spokesman Kon Wulff.
Pacific Gas and Electric
ICompany spokeswoman üiana
iGapuz said more than 20,000
customers were without power
¡across the north state. Most
i outages were caused by trees or
debris falling onto power lines,
she said.
More than 6,000 customers in
the Los Gatos and Los Altos
jareas were without electricity.
¡About 1,200 people remained
without power in the Almadén
Valley and another 700 in Santa
Cruz. ' In both those areas,
thousands of people were
reported without power the night
before, but emergency crews
restored service.
Thousands more were without

K URT

S

a l m o n

power in Lake and Sonoma
counties, and th ere were
scattered outages across the
north state, Gapuz said.
In the mountains, traffic
slowed to install chains at
highway checkpoints, and on the
lowland freeways, the driving
rains slowed the morning and
afternoon commutes. There were
numerous fender benders, WulfT
said.
The storm was pushed by
strong winds.
“One hilltop gage above Los
Gatos has gusted to 54 mph ...
with brief wind gusts to near 40
mph at San Francisco and other
airports,” the weather service
said in a statement. However, it
added that the storm did not
have the potential of the winds of
the December wind storm in
which two people were killed by
falling trees.

A

Logistics Group
Logistics Consultants work on consulting projecG involving
logistics strategy, facility planning, distribution sysleins arid
productivity enlmncement.

ittforntaiion Session: Moiuluyt January 29,1996
Interview Schedule: Tuesday, January 30,1996
Wednesday, January 31,1996
Please chei*k with Career Services for details.
K u r t S a l m o n A s s o c i a t e s 1$ the w orld's largest
management consulting firm specializing in the retail and consumer
product.« industries.
Our clients arc leading manufacturers and
retailers of a wide range of personal, home and recreational
consumer producia. such as food, clothing, footwear, housewares,
home improvement products, sporting good.« and magazines.

The only
way to
get hired.
We'll be teaching the power of
self-marketing at our January 27th seminar
in San Luis Obispo. Learn about
1,000s of job openings locally
and nationwide.
We can help!

Call our recorded message
to receive a brochure!
1 -8 0 0 -7 0 9 -7 0 7 0

JOBHOW
must

HUGE
SOFTWARE&PERIPHERAl
PRE-INVENTORY

SALE!

s s o c i a t e s

K S A is looking for 19% BS and MS graduates in
technical or bu.siness disciplines such ns
Indu.siriul engineering (IE),
Engineering Managemeni (EMP),
Maimfaeiuring Engineering (MFGE),
Masters of Engineeritig (MNGR)
to join onr

a

El Corral Bookstore

f 0r job

seekers

20^50%off
Shop Early
Supplies Limited!

LOOK FOR THE RED DOT!

Sale ends January 20th

NEW PRODUCT»
Come listen to our

ENHANCED CD'S

$ 1 3 .9 5

$13.95

$13.95

5

6

PRICE BUSTER
B ook S ale

It's O p e n H o u se tim e a g a in ...

.

\

Imagination...
-.Explofition...

F am ou s Publisher's C lo se u t
All th is w e e k !
S a v e 5 0 -8 0 % o ff
P u b lis h e r 's p r ic e
on hundreds o f b ook s
i n c lu d in g d i s c o u n t e d t i t l e s ,
o v e r s to c k 'a n d s lig h tly
w o r n '^ e d itio n s .

First Club M eeting - Mandatory
All Club Representatives

J a n u a ry 18, 1 9 9 6 11 am
Bldg. 3 Room # 2 1 3
.

A n y q u e s tio n s ? J u s t s to p b y th e O p e n H o u s e
O ffic e U U 2 0 9 o r c a ll 7 5 6 -7 5 7 6 .

ftwj
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EPPRIGHT
From page 3

•

“I don’t think it’s realistic that
overnight there will be an ab
solute solution,” McCutcheon
said. “It wasn’t like this thing
was swept away or anything.”
As long as the conflict be
tween Eppright and his players
remains unresolved the future
success of the tennis program is
u n c e rta in . The in c id e n ts
described by present and past
team members coupled with the
number of players who have
resigned has created serious
morale problems for the squads
Eppright had hoped to build into
a championship program.
“After being a part of the
team he coached I’ve lost all in
terest in tennis, I haven’t picked
up a racket in almost two years,”
Schuch said. “He was the only
reason that I quit.”

KANGA
From page 1

experiences together to create
and stage a one-woman perfor
mance, from which the poetry
she performed at the talk was
just a taste.
Her show, titled “Currywurst:
Not For Europeans Only,” was
performed at Cal Poly Friday,
Jan. 12.
Kanga explained that Cur
rywurst is the name of a fast
food in Germany, and consists of
liverwurst sausage with curry
sprinkled over it. She used that
name, she said, because so much
of our culture today is wrapped
around, and served up as, fast
food.
The show, Kanga said, was
designed to reach as many
people as p>ossible.

TICKETS
From page 1

D C X tC f* S

n o t h is u s u a l self.
You s u s p e c t

So you call

the

salsa.

L}r» N ll s M c i t t , y o u r - f a m i l y v e t b a c k h o m e .

The call is ch e a p .
CTo O bad

a b o u t th e

COnSUl t Ut i on

fee.)

Siji»n up lor AIÄLI T rue fteac/t Siiytnf^s"" iitu\ save 15%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the I'.S.

Life c;in lx* eompliaited. Alii'l True Reach Savings"* is simple. Save 2S% on every kind of call on
vour Alitrphone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory a.vsi.stance, kxal toll, cellular, fax and irKxlem when yx)u spend just S2S a montlf No other plan gives >t >u all these different way's to .savef*
just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. .Save on every call. That 's YourTnieChoice:^'*

The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
A m erican Express and M icrosoft.
Great part-tim e job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4 -8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
215 W. Harrison. Seattle. WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

AT&T
Your True Choice
,

• K cK rsln liinm liM .inu 'iallsIvilktlK » V k M I kwyk <ir M M (a ilin g <.ln Llu ou ni^ I o
jN.uUnInv f iHef .i\. m ü I4 t<> b.*sKk*niul
viN ín rn ts Minimtiiti sfXTiknK

M
rates (artaini'Xtlusm nsappK
»s pvt a-sAkotwl line
«mipareO Ni n u fir
tliMamt* tamers

and Penn State have similar
ticketing installations on their
campuses.
Foundation has yet to approve
the funds to implement the
project, which may come out of
the current operations budget.
Staff from the Foundation ex
ecutive office said that no
decision has been made on the
subject.
Even if the funds are granted,
Stipicevich said. Foundation has
not yet determined how it plans
to repay the debt.
According to the prop>osal, it is
possible that a service charge for
every ticket bought will be used
to cover the cost.
“If there is a ticket fee, it will
be a modest price,” Regier said.
Stipicevich also mentioned
that the team proposing the
change in ticketing is aware of
and will consider the low income
of students when it comes to
pricing the tickets.
“It sounds good as long as the
fee isn’t too much,” said graphic
arts senior Amy Reid. “Our fees
are already too high as it is. But
if it increases quality at the
theatre, I guess it could be worth
it.”
Although no definite meeting
date has been set, Regier said,
the team will meet with the
Foundation Board of Directors
and decide on the issue within
the next couple of weeks.
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Toy sets recalled because of choking danger
Associated Press

The wooden cobbler set, item
number
PO-418, contains a
WASHINGTON — Tuesday
Morning, a nationwide retailer, bench, mallet and four different
is recalling more than 1,100 toy colored balls. About 1,164 of the
cobbler sets because children items were sold between Oct. 12
under 3 years old may choke on and Dec. 1, the Consumer
parts from the set, the govern Product Safety Commission said.
The sm all balls, which
ment said Tuesday.

measure less than 2 inches in
diameter, and pieces of wood
that may splinter off the toy if it
is dropped, present choking
hazards for young children, the
agency said.
Neither Tuesday Morning nor
the CPSC was aware of injuries

HASSIFIED
Services

Opportunities

PREG N AN CY C E N T E R
24 HOUR LIFELIN E-CO N FID EN TIAL
F R E E PREG N AN CY TESTIN G
541-CARE. (541-2273)

$35,000/YR INCOME potential.
Reading books. Toll free 1(800)
898-9778. Ext R-2386 for details

Campus Clubs

a l p h a c r is is

WHEELMEN
B IK E

F IX

TH U R S 18th 10AM-2PM UU PLAZA

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
G R E 2 1 4 P ts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

$5 TUNE-UP
^Announcements

GOT SOMETHIN’
TO SELL?

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

Put it in the Mustang Daily and
G E T R E S U LT S !
Stop by the Mustang Daily Office
Graphic Arts Bldg Rm 26 or fill
out a form at the UU desk. It’s
simple, easy and effective!!
Mustang Daily - At Your Sewice!

Word Processing

FA ST FU N DRAISER - R A ISE $500
IN 5 DAYS ■G R E E K S , G RO U PS,
C LU B S, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS
FA ST, EA SY - NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION (800) 862-1982 E X T 33

Personals

IIICAUTIO N III
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

X A 0 RUSH

C U LTU R A L NITE TONITE
®CHUMASH AUDITORIUM 7PM

Opportunities

Employment

T R A V E L ABRO AD AND WORKMake up to $25-45/hr teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea. No
teaching backround or Asian
languages required. For info
call (206) 971-3570 ext. J60052

Hatchery supervisor for a large
Southern California poultry
company Needs poultry production
background with hatchery experience
Must be motivated and fluent in
English and Spanish Housing can be
provided Salary negotiable
Send resume to Hatchery
P O Box 2116 La Puente, CA 91746

EXOTIC DANCERS
NO E X P E R IE N C E
N EEDED . 783-1500

EXC EPTIO N A L SUMMER O PPO RTUN ITY
Camp Wayne NE PA (3 hrs/NYC)
Sports Oriented Counselor
" Specialists for all land/water
sports: camping, climbing/ropes,
mountain biking, rocketry, a&c,
drama, video, radio. ON-CAMPUS
IN TERVIEW S TH U RSDAY, FE B R U A R Y
15. Please call 800-737-9296 or
516-883-3067; leave your phone
number and mailing address.

by Joe Martin
Mtp/A

W ilA T
SÖÜ í A V
F X T D L P y X IX

I

n«t/u»ers/boft(Vbo(To fitm .

Mopeds & Cycles

A CTIV ISTS EARN $ R E G IS T E R V O TER S
Part-time or weekends
Call Joel @782-4010

A d v e r t i s e in M u s t a n g D a i l y
MISTER BOFFO

For Sale
87 PLYMOUTH V O YA G ER MINIVAN!
$3500 OBO Michael eves 783-1345

$90 HOUR

F R E E FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in Public and Private
Sector grants & scholarships
now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent’s income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial
Services 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60051

Opportunities

Greek News

TOAOmriSE INMUSTANGDAILYClASSIFim, CALL 756 1143

Employment

CASH FO R C O L L E G E . G RA N TS &
SC H O LA R SH IPS A VA IL. BILLIO N S
O F $$ IN G RA N TS. 1-800-243-2435
C R U ISE SH IPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000-*-/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions.
No exp necessary. For info.
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60053

T Y R N G & EDITING
SP EC IA LIZ IN G IN ACADEM IC W ORK
LO W E ST R A T E S PROM PT S E R V IC E
F R E E P IC K U P/D ELIV ER Y 927-1620

SWM 20 S E E K S B A B E-T Y P E S F FOR
LU ST IN T H E DUST! MIKE® 547-0440

A L A S K A EM PLOYM ENT - Students
needed! Fishing Industry. Earn
up to $3,000-$6,000-f per month
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext. A60051

SPANISH TU TO R
C A LL 772-3476

.... . - v / .V - V

involving the toys, but the
government urged consumers to
immediately take them away
from children and return them to
the store for a full refund.
Consumers may also contact
Tuesday Morning Inc. at
800-457-0099.

1982 YAMAHA XV920V VIZAGO 28K
MUST S E L L TO PAY WEDDING EX P
NEED B R A K E S $1000 OBO 541-8672

Roommates
Roomates Wanted Laguna Lake
Mstr. Bdr w/prv. Bath $380-»-util
Avail. Immd. Call 781-9664

Homes for Sale
F R E E LIST OF ALL H O U SES & CONDOS
FOR SA LE IN SLO. Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
•"543-8370” *

756-1143

IN THE BLEACHERS

By Steve Moore
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CITIZEN DOG

BY MARK O’HARE

He/.'HeyW'///
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COME?
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ESPN jumps on the daytime talk-show bandwagon.

The votes are in...

CITIZEN DOG
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We received 75 votes, not including those th a t were
obviously stuffed by a voter with a blue pen. Shame
on you for trying to pull one over on us. We ought to
hold your records.
The legitim ate votes were spread pretty evenly
between three cartoons; Citizen Dog (22), In the
Bleachers (21) and Mr. Boffo (17). The also-rans
were Bizarro (11) and The Fusco Brothers (4). We
received two strips created by Cal Poly students,
which will be run in the near future.
Since no comic received a majority vote in this
contest, we're going to run Citizen Dog, In the
Bleachers and Mr. Boffo for a while. Let us know
w hat you think.
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Poly’s
ROTC
sees
first
female
commander
SPORTS
bIa I r
By Josie Miller

Doily Staff Writer

A TAVERN OF SPORTS NEW S

W O M EN ’S B ASKETBALL

]al Poly.................................................. 67
3al Baptist............................................... 53
M E N ’S B A S K E T B A L L
Cal Poly................................................ 106
3eorge Mason...................................... 110
W R E S T L IN G

Cal Poly..................................................19
Brigham Young......................................16
W O M E N ’S S W IM M I N G

Cal Poly................................................ 134
U.C. Davis...............................................96
M E N ’S S W IM M I N G

Cal Poly................................................... 62
U.C. Davis..............................................169
T O D A Y ’S G A M ES

• There are no games scheduled today.
T O M O R R O W ’S G A M ES

• There are no games tomorrow.

From the editor...
Right now you are probably wonder
ing, “Hey, where is the sports page?"
Don’t worry, just open the Mustang
Daily and check out the first edition of
The Sporting Journal -- an eight-page
sports insert which will run once a week
on Wednesday's.
With this new addition to the Mustang
Daily, there have been a few changes to
the sports page.
From now on, the Mustang Daily sports
page will only run bi-weekly, on Monday’s
and Friday’s.
The Sports Bar will continue to run
daily in its usual place to give all sports
fanatics a daily dose of Cal Poly athletics.
The other change in the sports realm
is that of editors.
Franco Castaldini is no longer sports
editor at the Mustang Daily. He is now
co-editor of The Sporting Journal and
figures that is enough work for him to do
during the week.
The new sports editor is Melissa
Geisler. If you have any complaints or
comments you now know who to sene
them to.
C A L POLY
SPO RTS H O T L IN E

(8 0 5 ) 756- SCO R
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The first female battalion
commander of Cal Poly’s Army
ROTC took command Thursday
in a military-style ceremony on
Dexter Lawn.
Suzie Burrow, 25, gained the
title of battalion commander,
which changes every quarter,
due to outstanding performance
in both ROTC and academics.
Burrow is working toward a
master’s degree in materials en
gineering, having already
received her bachelor’s degree in
physics from Cal Poly.
Her duties as battalion com
mander include delegation and
supervision of the training for
advanced camp, and improving
the physical fitness of all of Cal
Poly’s cadets.
“She understands the rules of
delegation,” said Major John
Bauchmann, head of ROTC. “She
delegates to others so that
everyone has ownership in the
mission.”
Burrow has attended several
ROTC camps, which offer both
leadership and tactical training,
throughout her career as a cadet.
At Air Assault school in
Hawaii, she learned how to rap
pel out of a helicopter. Airborne
school at Ft. Banning, Georgia,
taught her how to skydive.
Leadership is an area in
which Burrow excels, according
to Bauchmann.
“She’s very efficient, very sen
sible, very proactive. She’s good
at getting people to work with
her,” he said.
“She’s an outstanding leader.
I’d follow her anywhere,” said
Cadet Karen Harris, who has
been in ROTC with Burrow for
several years.
The fact that Burrow is
female doesn’t bother the cadets
at all, Bauchmann said.
“My cadets understand that in
the Army they’re going into,
there’s no room for that,” he said.
“They’ll have to judge people on
leadership ability.”
Last quarter’s battalion com
mander, Will Gentle, agreed.
“The Army doesn’t see sex. It’s
how you perform. She’s highly
capable,” he said.
Burrow’s performance at last

summer’s advanced camp, the
culmination training camp for
ROTC, played a significant role
in her acquisition of the new
position.
Bauchmann said advanced
camp is “a grueling test of physi
cal stamina and ability.”
Burrow earned the highest
ratings possible by scoring in the
top 10 percent of her advancedcamp class. She’s also ranked
second in Cal Poly’s ROTC
program.
Advanced camp included
“everything under the sun,” ac
cording to Burrow. Tactical train
ing, rifle marksmanship and
grenade-throwing were balanced
with leadership training.
Burrow addressed the bat
talion as its leader for the first
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"She's very efficient, very
sensible, very proactive."
M ajor John Bauchmonn
Head of the ROTC
time at Thursday’s ceremony.
She told the group that she
was proud of the turnout at
physical training, and en
couraged all members to con
tinue working hard. She also
reminded them to begin getting
in shape for future advanced
camps.
Since she recently returned
from camp, she said she knows
exactly what to prepare them for.
“What you see here is going to
reflect what you see at camp,”
she said.
Performance at ROTC camps
is important because the higher
someone scores, the more control
she gets in deciding what branch
of the Army she’ll be assigned to,
according to Bauchmann.
Burrow’s good performance
throughout ROTC helped her get
into the aviation branch of the
Army, where she will learn how
to become a helicopter pilot.
The training she will receive
is valued at close to a million dol
lars, Bauchmann said, and he exp>ects she’ll do well in aviation.
“There’s nothing I’ve ever
seen her fail at,” he said.
Burrow isn’t sure if she wants
a military career, however.

Suzie Burrow, the first female battalion commander of Col Poly's Army
ROTC, takes command in a ceremony on Dexter Lawn last Thursday /
Daily photo by Shoshi

Poly’s Ranger Challenge Team,
led by Shane Carpenter.-

“I’m planning on staying in
(the military) for a while,” she
said. “If I still really like it when
my end of service comes up. I’ll
stay in.”
Thursday’s ceremony also
awarded the members of Cal

Also recognized were nine
ROTC members who completed
last quarter’s eight-mile Leader
ship Run.
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R R D onnelley F inancial is com ing to cam pus!
Date:
Time:
Location:

Wednesday, January 17
1pm - 3pm & 4pm - 6pm
Bldg. 26 (GrC Bldg.), Room 209
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LAKE SAN A N T O N IO . CA
M A Y }-5. 1996
T H E SECOND LARGEST T R IA T H LO N IN T H EW O R LD !!!

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:
s t u d e n t r a c e d ir e c t o r s a n d

RR Donnelley is a Fortune 150 corporation and the preeminent provider o f printing &
inform ation managem ent and dissemination services. As a participant in the Graphic
Com m unication D epartm ent’s Print W eek, we will be offering you the opportunity to
•
•
•

Stop by and talk with form er Cal Poly students, now w orking for RR Donnelley,
about their jobs.
Find out about our job openings in Custom er Service, Production Planning
Inform ation Systems, and Electronic Pre-Press.
Talk to recruiters and fill out an application.

stu d en t team lea d ers

^A ppl ic a t io n d e a d l in e s :
STUDENT RACE DIRECTORS:
JANUARY 1 9 , 1 9 9 6
STUDENT T e a m l e a d e r s ;
January 3 1 , 1 9 9 6
INTERVIEWS:
STUDENT RACE DIRECTORS:
STUDENT T e a m l e a d e r s :

JANUARY 2 4 , 1 9 9 6
FEBRUARY 8 , 1 9 9 6

*Ap|ilicaliuns arc available at: I'hc StiMicnl Union, The Muslani; Daily or by
callini; Tri-Califomia
RETURN APPUCATIONS (y iA M A IL OR FAX) TO:

TRl-CAUbORNlA

C

o m e p ic k u p a k e e p s a k e , h a v e a s n a c k

,

and ch at a bou t your fu tu re!

If you are unable to attend and wish to be considered for a career opportunity, send your resume to;
RR Donnelley Financial, 991 Francisco St, Torrance, CA 90502, Attn: Human Resources.

FvciU Management V Markeliiig V lYiNnolions
1105 Davul Avc
Pacific Grove, C A 93950
(408) 373-0678
(Fax) 373-0679

.

